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Inclusive, student-centred approaches to multilingualism
Academic Development in Higher Education

• Facilitate Professional development of academics
• Promote quality in teaching and learning
• Support and develop student learning
• Quality promotion initiatives such as campus-wide events (curriculum conversations, teaching and learning showcases, colloquia)
Collaboration with stakeholders and role players

Prof Dion Nkomo - NRF SARChI Chair: Intellectualisation of African languages, Multilingualism and Education

CHERTL Conversation focuses on translanguaging as a teaching and learning strategy
Embedding multilingualism in the curriculum
Advancing the use of African languages in education

BAQONDE is collaborative project between European and South African Higher Education Institutions to facilitate and promote the use of indigenous African languages as mediums of instruction in tertiary education. Co-funded by the EU’s ERASMUS+ Capacity Building in Higher Education programme, BAQONDE aims to guarantee a more (linguistically) inclusive and legitimate access to Higher Education by means of a coordinated inter-institutional strategy that seeks to train lecturers in the use of innovative multilingual teaching methodologies, develop new materials to both train teachers and teach multilingually, and establish a collaborative network of African Language Development Units among SA partners.


www.baqonde.usal.es